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Preambl e

In seeking out possjble areas of research and study for my doctoral

dissertation, I have become interested in the devejooing field *f "mental

modelling", particularly as it relates to the domain of Science. There

are three questions in particular that I am focussing my attention on at
present;

1. How do Be*pl e **cvtees .anrl exr)€rts * acq{l{re and nepres*nt

scientific knowledge ?

2. How do chan.qes occur in the shift from befng a novice to beinq

an expert in adults (secondary school or undergraduate students ) ?

3. l,lhat changes take place in mental representation as a child
novice grows and deve'lops into an adult expert or noviee ?

This paper discusses aspects of these questions !:ased on reading

"!t'lental l''lodel s" (Johnson-Laird, 1983) and al so the research reports
brought together in the other "l{ental l4ode'ls" book (Gentner anrl Stevens (fAs. ),
1983). In addition, I have endeavoured to carry out a few simple empirical

iv:vestigations w"ith my daughter (Leonie, aged 5:7 years). These are often
repetitions of investigations carried out by others.

In my discussion, I raise questions, give interpretatjons of
investigations, and make hypotheses in attenrptinq to master the topic more

fu11y. llence any comments, criticisms and pointers for possiLrle future
study or research would hre appreciated.

Investigating a change of state
The purpose of this investigat'ion was two-fold : (1) lJsinq famil iar

situations, what knowledge did Leonie (and her younger brother aged 3:9)

have regarding the change of a sol'id into a liquid and vice versa?, and

(2) what model might be proposed to account for such knowledge?

Two situations were used. In the first, a block of ice was placed into
a glass of water, and at another tirne just placed on a p1ate. In response

to questioninq, hoth chi'ldren were able to state that the ice would
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eventually change f nto water. l,lhen asked if we coul i get the fce back

again, botlt :'ep1 ied that we cou"ld put the water into the refriqerator.
At f i rst the word "rnel t " l.las not used but with l ater quest'ions , both

children spontaneously used this word. "Freeze" was not used, nor were

the terms "'liquid" or "solid"" In the second situation, a popsicle was

used instead of an ice block. Both children were ab'le to state that the
popsicle would change into juice when taken out of the freezerl putting
juice into the freezer would reverse the process.

When asked for a causal explanation for melting and freezing, Leonie

was able to talk about heat (from the air/sun) to melt the ice and "adding
cold" to reverse the process. She did not give any hint of an animist'ic
exp'lanation nor a psychological explanation (in terms of hrel iefs or wants)"
When asked about other liquids, even ones she had not seen in the frozen I,

state, she was able to make correct infenences" Gavin however did not seem

able to qive any causal explanation.
A possible menta1 model representing the phenomena investigated is as

fol I ows :-
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criteria for causality were too stringent - he wanted explanations that were

essentially correct. But with the lt{ental Model paradigm, formal logical
inference is not necessary. Based on her observations of the world alone,'
Leonie, with the help of her physical mental model, was ab'le to give an

adequate causa"l explanation for changes of state.
A suggestion for future change of state investigations with children is

to'look at the liquid to gas change. How would children cope with the
generally invisible gaseous state ? Conventional experiments involving
heating water and using a cold glass surface to condense the steam could
be used. In addition, demonstrations involving "real " condensation - such as

breath on a window in winter - might be useful in order to compare the kinds
of models generated from experientiaj knowledge with those formed by observing
laboratory - type demonstrations. Such findings would have imp'lications for
teac hi ng .

Biological know'ledge and representation

Various researchers (eg. Gellert,1962; Carey,1985) have investigated the
kind of biologica'l knowledge developing children possess. Thus Gellert
attempted to find out children's knowledge of the interna'l parts of the
body and of bodily processes such as digestion, respiration, and reproduction.
Carey has repeated these investigations and tried to give an account of how

the knowledge acquired before age 10 is restructured in the evolving domain

of biology.
These investigations show that a S-year old can name, on the average,

only three internal parts of the body while the typical 9-1O-year old can

name eight. Preschoolers think of the body in terms of what goes in and

comes out. e.g. foodn blood, bones(because these can be felt). Unti"l about

the age of 8, children know'little about ph$siological processes - they do

not have any mode'l of what mediates the input and output in, say, digestion.
How does Leonie compare? In repeating the methods used by Gellert and

Carey, she was asked to name internal parts of the body and to draw a picture
showing where these parts might be 'located.(See attached drawing.) Apart
from knowing more parts than chi'ldren in other studies there are several
important differences. She said blood but did not sayrfood'which many

S-year olds give as something found inside them; she was Bpparently able
to generate a model not just in terms of what goes in or comes out. The

heart was not put in some out-of-the-way place as is done by many others.
The stomach was named as a specific organ and not as an ambiguous term

referring to the abdomen as wel'1. Young children seem to know stomach only
in the ambiguous sense and do not lfst it or draw it as one of the thinqs
found inside a person.

)
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In contrast to changes of state inv*lving say ice and water, the

internal organs cannot be observed directly and so are abstract concepts

to the young child. If it is correct that a 5-year old can only build
physical models with entjties relating to concrete objects, then such a

child would not he able to generate an adequate modei to provide a

framework f;n inferentiai processes. Could 5-year olds with appropriate
experiences with internal orqans - say a child who lived on a chieken

farm and regularly saw the birds being gutted - have a more adequate

representation of the inside of the body? This could Lre checked empirically
but lwo aspects r*ther than one would need to l:e investiqated, viz.
whether or n<lt the child has a mental model for the inside of a chicken,
and if, by analogy, the child would attribute sfmilar organs to a hqllqn.

Gellert and Care_v have found that the s-year old's understandinq

of pttssiolorlical processes such as dioestion are I imited. Explanations

are usual'ly couched in psycholoqical terms such as wants or beliefs
nather than in biological terms. Cornments such as "I eat because I am

hungry" or "If I don't eat, I will die" are typical. Leonje gave similar
responses to questions about r^rhy we eat and what happens to food when

eaten, though in add'ition she did know that the food went into the stomach.

It is interesting to note that for the process of reproduction, children
in Sweden had an understandinq of the process that is 2-3 years ahead of

A<rqr. .I* \., i6 the'ir ,American counterparts. Clearly the conceptual world in which children
ho"'o' BeFe l:':ej are fmmersed and qrow up in is an important factor in the acquisition of
ha.r6e h-e.' l(f
5\s-r urcu\iro'\, menta'l f e'f eSentat iOnS .
rr.I if -1t r l 've
..,r *ogr*ir-cl lfl.^v dse^ *"'
lc+.*r, gra wer'r Knowl edge of prcjectil e motf on
D{^t9,

McCloskey (1983) has investigated the kinds of knowledqe undergraduates

(some with and sorne urithout previous Physics) have acquired through

experience with movjnq objects. He was interested in the solutions
given by the subjects to a series of simple non-quantitative problems.

In one problem the subjects were shown a diagram of an aircraft flying
horizontally. A metal ball is droppeC and the subjects were asked to
draw the path the ba1'l woul d fol I ovl from the time it i s dropped until
it hits the grouncl. Silly percent of the suhjects qot it wrqn$ (the

percentane of physics students l,rith incorrect responses was not reported)!
The results suggest that many people have ljtt1e accurate understantiing of
projectil e motion. blhen asked to draw the nath of a hral I after it goes off
the side of a cl i ff , T^% were eomectly able to qive a parabol ic (or

approximately parabol ic) path. Suhjects were then interviewed individually
and asked to explain their anslders. The majority relied heav'i1y on a well-

I
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naive theory of motion, a theony remarkably consistent aeross

Based on this study I tested Leonie's knowledge of projectile
motion. In the first investigation, she observed a ball being pushed

off the edge of a table. This was repeated several times. She was

then asked to draw the path of the ba1l. This she did without hesitation
(see second attachment) though I was somewhat suspicious of the lack of
thought/reflection. Part of the trajectory is curved, and part pppears

straight. 0n asking if this latter part was in fact straight, she replied
"N0, itrs turning." Based on her observat,ion of the moving ba1I, it seems

as though she had a reasonably accurate mental representa$ion(image?) of
the path. She could offer no (theoretica'l) explanation as to what might
cause this motion"

The second investigation involved the path a ball takes when thrown

from one person to another. I firstly tried to get her to prediqt the
path the ba'll would take if I threw it (and I pretended to throw it).
Her answer was that it should move in a straight line from me to her.

tr{hen this approach didn't seem to get anywhere, I threw the ball to her -
once only - by throwing it up in the air. l^lhen asked to draw the path of
the bal1, she correctly drew the parabolic curve (see attachment).

k{hy was she able to draw the paths of the moving ba'l'ls correctly
when clearly many adults (including physics students) get it wrong? I
make an attempt below to posit a tentative explanation for this.

Building a model of physical phenomena. An hypothesis.
Ivlodel building is not a static process. Over time, from birth to

adulthood, the concepts/entities making up a model wil'l continually be

restructured and new relations between concepts established. The model

will be a causal model, the sophistication of which wil'l vary according
to the need of the user - this is the functional 'leve] of the mode'l .

Thus the stmple change of state model generated by Leonie may a"iso be

perfectly adquate for an adult who has no concern for Science. But it
would not be at a suitable"leve'l for a high school chemistry student or
a physical chemist. For such peopl e the sirnpl er model wi"ll undergo

different levels of transformatfon with concepts becoming increasing

abstnact and seerningly unconnected to rea'l -world phenomena.

I be1feve the notion of causalfty in inherent in all mental mode"ls,

is present fnom an early age, and possibly innate. (['lork by Bul'lock,
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Gelman and others provides evidence of causality in children as young\

as 3 years of age). However, causality is constrained by the availability
of knowl edge.

What factors might be necessary for the building of menta'l models

in the domain of Science? There could be three factors as follows:
1. An environment that provides a suffic&nt number of entities

and relations between the entities for a person to perceive. This cou'ld

be a world of real objects, experiences, languaqe, books and other media.

2. The degree of concreteness of the entities in this environment.

Initial models will be physical in nature with concrete mental images

mapping rea'l world obiects. For a chi'ld or an adult in a new learning
situation, a high degree of concreteness is necessary. Further exposure

to the environment may Iead to a restructuring of earlier models.

3. Observability and the reinforcement of observations over time is
necessary. If a child is able to make observations, or if things are
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po'inted out in orrier to focus attention, more efficient models will be made :-;
I f ai l three of these conrlitf ons are 'stronrr' , then a richer model wil l t; ;oJ

be generated. trf any of the condjtions is 'weaker', a correspondingl;r I n
weaker model with fewer concepts ancl rel atr'ons wil I be acquired. l.lote that i *

c{
in either case the model formed may be right 0r wrong (as an expert would io
interpret thfs). 0ver time the moclel will evojve but a mental trace of i

earl ier morlel s stil I exists. In cases of cognitive overloarC or where a \ tto""*""
more soph'isticated model does not seem to lead to satisfactory inferences\
or expl anations, regression to a simpl er model r,,il I take pl ace " Al so , the

stronqer a model is, the more resistant it will he to artificial change

such as occurs jn t*achinq a new or alternative conceptual framework.

Teaching must overcome, not only the entrenched nroriel but an accompanying

belief i'n it.
To illustrate the above, consider first the chanqe of state examp'le.

A chil d in an environment where sol id-1 iqu'id chan,qes can be observed wil I

readily acquire a model of the process. As the objects are concrete, with
repeated observations a stronq model develops. l,Ihil e the causal mechanisrn

exists, this will not be apparent in the model untjl a more abstract rea'lity
underlying the surface phenomena can be percejved by the chjld. Thus Gavin

was unable to provide any reason for the change of state whereas Leonie was

\^,' ., rirru*ryn-,rr, able to *s* th* concepts of heat and cold. l.lhen Leonie was presented a

t .., bl series of quick questions requiring exp]anations or inferences, she reqressedg.ril,i.*o 
.r u*l 4

€-n.,r,lq,ir.g,r*g under the cognitive overload. Her response was "I don't know." Presumably

5tv4o-rr 1," if she had been older and had say an atornic model , the regression would have
d,6.o.r* Ne*Y*', la^rr, ,
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been to one involving heat and cold. A model for the liquid-gas changes

is not acquired as readily because of the difficulty of observ'ing gases.

I would speculate that a child would be well into the primary school

years before this model is acquired and that experiences such as

condensation of breath cn a cold day would not be readily assimilated
into the l iquid-gas rnode'l , or useful in developinq it.

The solid-liquid mental model is an example of a 'strong' model

whose surface/concrete structure would not read!1y be changed (not that
anybody would want to change'it as the ideas are essentially correct).
However the deeper abstract explanatory component of the model is weaker

and would easily accommodate to teaching that involved say an atomfc

theory fnterpretation. The mental models nf the internal body organs at
both the surface/concrete level and the deeper/abstract explanatory
level is an examp'le of a weak model readily capab'le of development and/or

restructuring clue to teachinq.

A similar pattern of model acquisition, chan-qe, or resistance to
change ',,rould occur in adults. Consider the acquisition/developrnent of
models 'in the domain of mechanics, and specifically the relat'ion hetween

force and motion. At the surface level, v/e have many experjences that a

object wi1'l move only if a force is appl ied. I,,lhen that force is removed,

movement urill stop. Together with the large variety of similar experiences

available in the modern world, and a lot of physics terminology "floating
around in the air", children wilI have a very strong'force-as-*rotion'
model by the time they complete secondary school. This model would be

consistent over many peop'le (because of standardized experienees) and

highly resistant to change. This'incorrect pre-ltrewtonian conception of
motion woul d not readi'ly be restructured in I ine with l,lewtonian ohysics,
wh jch is exactly what l4cC'loskey (1983) and Cl ement (1983) observed, even

in universiiy undergraduates who had completed courses in r*echanics. [ven

amongst students who had accommodated to the l{ewton'ian notion, I hynothes'ize

that regression to the naive model would readily occur, especially under

say examinatjon conditions, where there is an urgency to get an answer

to a problem.
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